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DJ, musical performer, 
and fashion fixture  
Mia Moretti assembles 
her intimate Manhattan 
apartment like an 
eclectic playlist. M
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Moretti fell in love with her apartment at first viewing. “There’s so much character here: the spiral staircase, 

the terrace, the fireplace…” 

This page: Couches by Milo Baughman 1stdibs.com; Bargello Windmill Throw Pillows $175 jonathanadler.com; Zig 
Zag Vase/Planter by Spadone Home $250 comingsoonnewyork.com; Pisces Lithograph by Salvador Dalí artsy.net; Eve 
Candleholder $78 jonathanadler.com; Artifact Vessel 1 $184 malka-dina.com; Dora Maar Urn $395 jonathanadler.
com; Versa Vase Collection $37–$75 hawkinsnewyork.com; Chain 3 $415 mquan-studio.myshopify.com. Opposite: 
Framed Poem by Cleo Wade cleowade.com; Champ by Zoe Buckman zoebuckman.com. Previous spread, from left: 
Kotana #2 by Myke Reilly mykereilly.com; Rock $200 mquan-studio.myshopify.com; Bookend creelandgow.com.  
On Moretti: Bodysuit dior.com; Pants aliceandolivia.com; Shoes rogervivier.com.

New York City DJ Mia Moretti describes her bedroom as a jewel 

box—a music-influenced one, naturally. “It’s like a portable turn-

table: You open it and it’s filled with treasures,” she explains. The 

metaphor extends to her entire apartment on the Upper West Side. 

“I wanted each room to be its own little story, its own place,” says 

Moretti, a fixture on the downtown scene who deftly bridges the 

worlds of music, fashion, and art (she deejayed Jeremy Scott’s 

Coachella party for Moschino this past spring). 

In her living room, the narrative is black and white, starting 

with the graphic Milo Baughman sofa. Originally inspired by a dark 

horizontal stripe adorning the wall of a friend’s apartment in Milan, 

Moretti doubled down on the theme, painting her own wall with an 

inky line and adding similarly patterned cushions and a rug. “More 

on more on more is how I am with life, fashion, and decor,” she says. 

Piling on layers of texture and textiles is core to Moretti’s design 

philosophy, but her home has necessary understated moments, 

too—namely, the office nook in the living room. “My thoughts are 

so scattered. To come and sit down at a desk really centers me 

and helps focus my creativity,” she explains. This is where she also 

keeps her turntable and records, which the DJ adoringly refers to 

as “my babies.” When Moretti moved to New York a decade ago, 

she purged an enormous vinyl collection, retaining only a tightly 

edited hundred or so discs. “Each one speaks to me and reminds 

me of something,” she says. 
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As in any small apartment, most of her furnishings ably multi-

task. The round dining table has “nine lives, like a cat: Sometimes 

it’s a poetry table for writing, sometimes it’s a place to stack my 

favorite books, or, if I’m having dinner with a couple of friends, we 

spread out there.” Moretti transformed the loft space atop a narrow 

spiral staircase into her bedroom. It’s a relatively spare haven, with 

dark brown walls, neutral linens, and warm-toned ombre pillows. 

Surprisingly for a style-maker (Moretti curates the Fashion Week 

music for Alice + Olivia, and has worked with designers including 

Prabal Gurung and Peter Dundas), there’s not a closet in sight. “I 

don’t like sleeping in a room with tons of rolling racks and clothes. 

The bedroom should be a place of solace, a little escape from the 

world,” she says. 

Flipping the usual layout, Moretti turned the master bedroom 

downstairs into a green-hued dressing room, anchored by an olive 

shagreen dresser and chairs from Parisian designer R&Y Augousti, 

lightboxes previously displayed in a palm reader’s window, and 

chartreuse walls. All her accessories—bags, shoes, sunglasses—are 

on display, either hanging or shelved. “Getting dressed should be 

fun,” says Moretti. “I like being able to walk into the closet, see 

a purse, and be like, ‘Oh, that speaks to me today.’ Everything is 

visual.” 

That idea extends to her art collection—a mix of work by 

friends, as well as pieces she discovered while traveling, like the 

vintage oil paintings found in the back of a cowboy’s pickup truck 

in Mexico. As a board member of Housing Works, Moretti is always 

adding new pieces, including a male nude watercolor she picked 

up at the nonprofit’s Design on a Dime fundraiser. An ardent sup-

porter of community, Moretti formed an artists’ collective, Chez 

Conversations, with several women—a poet, filmmaker, painter, 

musician—to create and promote work together. “We are very 

binary today in defining what success is, so we started this group 

to try to think beyond that,” she says. Along with the collective’s 

violinist, Margot, Moretti performs as The Dolls, bringing an indie-

pop vibe to shows in vast public spaces ranging from the Louvre 

to Angel Stadium. This summer, the duo will reprise their role as 

opening act for friend Katy Perry in South Africa.

Moretti approaches her diverse projects and performances with 

this same level of personal passion and laser-sharp focus. The DJ has 

a sixth sense for reading a room: “My playlists are specific to what’s 

in the space, the weather outside, all those little details. I try to build 

moments people can tap into.” Her next dream initiative? To conduct 

an orchestra, which would be scattered over the tiny terraces of her 

building’s courtyard. The neighbors can expect a rich soundscape. 

Even in a small space, Moretti has 

carved out separate areas of respite, 

like the bedroom upstairs.  

This page: Simple Linen Bedding from 
$78 hawkinsnewyork.com; Artifact 
Vessel 1 $330 malka-dina.com; 
Pendant Lamp abchome.com. Opposite: 
Handbags by Fendi, Dior, Jimmy Choo, 
Kenzo, Chloé, Dior, Leatherology, Dolce 
& Gabbana, Roger Vivier, Moschino, 
and Les Petite Joueurs. 
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One-of-a-kind pieces create the 

ultimate curio mix, including multiple 

typewriters Moretti sources from an 

antiques dealer and uses to write 

poetry. “It’s easier to express myself 

that way,” she says.

This page: Vintage Buffet augousti.com; 
Sylvie Chair $5,550 augousti.com; 
Asymmetrical Kronos Vase $198 
malka-dina.com. Opposite, from top 
left: Etagere by Milo Baughman  
1stdibs.com; Maurice Vase $1,473 
augousti.com; Triangular Vase $1,719 
augousti.com; Scented Candle $165 
diptyqueparis.com; Cherner Armchair 
$1,329 dwr.com; Too Much Trouble by 
Curtis Kulig curtiskulig.com. 
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“Coconut Kiss” • Niki & The Dove

“La Sandunguera” • Nathy Peluso

“All the Stars” • Kendrick Lamar & SZA

“Hard Rain” • Lykke Li

“The Lord Is a Woman” • Africaine 808

“Down on the Corner” • Miriam Makeba

“I Like It” • Cardi B

“Make Me Feel” • Janelle Monáe

“Little Bit” • Mavis Staples

“Everybody Loves the Sunshine” •  

Flo Morrissey and Matthew E. White

“After the Storm” • Kali Uchis, Tyler,  

The Creator, & Bootsy Collins

“Bad Dream” •  

Pete Yorn and Scarlett Johansson

“Saturdays” • Twin Shadow and Haim

“Arm’s Length” • Kacy Hill
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